Run Report - #2353
Wonolelo Merapi Run
Gaythorne RSL, Mitchelton
Hares: The 3 C*s

Gaythorne RSL at 6pm and there was a constant stream of aging hashmen hoping to get value
out of the $1 life membership. The GM called the circle together and handed over to the hares
(3C*s) dressed in costumes provided from Tinkerbelle’s never ending wardrobe. The
cringeometer was on 9.9 as TB described the origin of the run, the trail markings and
indulged in a pre run snack.
With Tinkerbelle following (always a bad sign), the 10 runners and many walkers set off
through the streets of Mitchelton for 10 minutes before the first RG at the base of the bush
and the first mountain- Mount Merapi. From here the trail went up, up, down, up, sideways
etc, all covered by loose rocks, long grass and hidden logs. Apparently Waste of Time fell
over a dozen times setting run in daylight, so what chance were the runners in the dark.
Grewsome not impressed. By the 2nd RG at the top of Mt Sundoro, the 10 runners were
buggered - coincidently it was about this time that Floater started enquiring about mountain
goats. Onto a third RG on Mount Merbau, then more bush with Bugs leading the way and
halting the pack for 5 ft brown snake to cross the trail – well spotted Bugs.
After 30mins bush bashing we emerged at the top of Gimba St (Mount Sumbing) with
million $ views and a drink stop. Co-hares WoT & Scruffy were already looking nervous and
apologising for their mad mate. Rumour has it that TB had spent about 3 days hacking a trail
through the jungle. I thought he was one of the few hashmen who still claimed to have a day
job. It was then a quick sprint downhill and home in just over an hour.
See below or attachment for map of the run.
The circle was held in a secluded part of the park with only the RSL, library, Senior Citizens
club & Youth centre within 50 metres. After the hares post run snack from the ice, GM
XXXX handed over to stand in monk Vaso. There were icings for TB, WoT, Luftwaffe,
Multiple, Pushup & Twintub. Anyone who spoke for more than the average hash attention
span of 30 seconds was automatically iced. Multiple Choice faced his most difficult hash
challenge to date - make yet another of his baseless accusations against Luftwaffe without use
of F word. SoW was Waste of Time (something about a missing mobile phone). Early
favourite for next Monday’s SOW is Chardarse who cleared off with Octopussy’s keys,
wallet & phone, then turned off his own phone so he could not be contacted.
Run 10/10 for some new territory
-2 for the hills
-2 for all the hidden rocks & logs
- 5 for the brown snake
= 1/10
Circle – 7/10 – bit quieter than normal, but effective
Cringeometer - 9.9/10. No make it 10/10 or Tinkerbelle will just think he has to try harder.
on on
Even Optus

